Luminos Agile Max
A more RADical way in fluoroscopy

www.usa.siemens.com/luminosagile

MAXimize Fluoroscopy’s Impact on Your Core Measures

The Luminos Agile Max
Every one of your radiology systems can impact your core measure performance. And now thanks to Luminos Agile Max, you can optimize your fluoroscopy system’s impact on your departmental and clinical efficiency. With features that enable safer use, sharper imaging, and stronger synergies between radiography and fluoroscopy, the Luminos Agile Max supports your efforts to maximize patient satisfaction and achieve outstanding image quality in the shortest amount of time possible.

Standard Features Delivered with the Agile Max
• syngo FLC for Workflow Management
• Pulsed fluoroscopy
• DICOM structured dose report
• Advanced reject analysis
• IEC 62494-1 EXI monitoring
• Export of images via CD/DVD or USB
• 50,000 image storage capacity
• Windows 7 operating system

Safer use—with a Height-Adjustable Table
• Only vendor with patient-side, height-adjustable table (25.6 in. to 44.1 in.)
• Motorized height adjustments
• Table tilt +90° to -20°, -50°, -90°
• Max. table weight of 606 lbs
• Can be lowered to 1.6 in. from floor in vertical position
• Footrest attaches in 3 positions at head or foot of table
• Footrest max. weight is 507 lbs in vertical position
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Answers for life.
Sharper Imaging—with MAX

- Large 17-in. x 17-in. dynamic flat panel detector delivers distortion-free dynamic sequences and static images.
- Fully motorized tower movements with the OPTI Grip.
- Unique Siemens imaging chain includes DiamondView Plus and DDO.
- Comprehensive dose reduction with CARE.
- Large opening between tabletop and DIT 23.6 in.
- CAREVISION (pulsed fluoroscopy 15, 10, 7.5 and 3 p/s).
- High-speed fluoroscopy with 30 p/s.

Stronger synergies—with MAX Dual-Use

- MAX wi-D (wireless detector), MAX mini, and MAXswap provide greatest flexibility for different requirements.
- MAXalign—Displays the angle of MAX wi-D and MAX mini on the MAXtouch screen for more accurate positioning in free exposures.
- Max. load capacity of 297 lbs with patient lying on detector.
- SmartOrtho*—for long legs and spine on table and wall stand—no separate imaging station needed.
- MAXtouch—touchscreen user interface on the X-ray tube. Corrects display orientation when rotated 90 degrees.
- Ysio Max*—Ceiling-suspended X-ray tube can be added for even more projection flexibility.

*Option
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